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PRINCIPAL’S
MESSAGE
Mr. John Dominic George
Principal, Indian School Nizwa

Let me take these moments to pen a brief message to all the members of the Indian
School fraternity through the creation of the e magazine ‘Trouvaille World’ by the
Editorial Board of Indian School Nizwa. The year 2020 has been a challenge, however
let us believe that the year 2021 should mark the beginning of another forward step,
not only in the educational progress, but overall. As you scroll down the pages of
‘Trouvaille World’, I hope you enjoy each page of it and appreciate the dedicated
work done by our editorial team. Let it emit rays of hope and energy of positivity in
the readers.
At this moment I desire to mention our teachers and students who transformed
themselves to impart and obtain knowledge through all sources available during the
pandemic when Physical lessons were gleaned through virtual classes. Despite the
social and cultural borders Indian Schools in Oman under the aegis of the Board of
Directors have been striving to set up new models in raising the standards of
education to mould our students to be completely specialized in various fields and
to confront globalization as well.
Such an Editorial Competition among the students will certainly enable them to
showcase their acquired skills and nurture the young minds to bring out the all
perspectives accumulated in them.
To conclude, I wish to place on record my personal appreciation to my team who
worked to bring out this creation successfully and with gratitude I thank the Board
of Directors of Indian Schools Oman, The School Managing Committee of Indian
School Nizwa, especially during a year which was needed to be appreciated.

John Dominic George
Principal, Indian School Nizwa
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EDITORIAL
Ms. Likhitha Kavuru
Literary Coordinator, XII A

Dear readers,
Amidst the broken pieces of memories, shattered by the year 2020, we’ve all
somehow learned to patch them all together every single time. We’ve all
unconsciously prayed and waited for that ray of hope which might lift this spell cast
on us. Gloom hovering, we have forgotten the shades of smiles and optimism.
That’s why we bring into light, yet another reason to adorn that beautiful smile, an
entire magazine filled with effervescent colors of talent in the budding writers and
artists of our school. It beckons the need for us to compensate for all the tears of
2020 with smiles in 2021.
And I, Likhitha Kavuru, shall now inform the readers of “The Trouvaille World” who
helped me bring forth the Magazine.
Firstly, I would like to express my gratitude to Mr. John Dominic George, our
principal, and Mr. Biju Mathew, our vice-principal, for the unabating support and
guidance throughout the assembling of the magazine.
My thanks and appreciation to Afiya Maheen for assisting me throughout.
I sincerely appreciate the efforts of Malavika Manoj, Gopika Lal, Praseeda
Padmanabhan, Fatima Fareen, who were a part of the proofreading and censor board.
I’m eternally grateful to Kavishka, Abhiram. R and Shibin for helping in the editing
and designing of the entire magazine.
Last but finally not least, words cannot express my gratitude to Farzan Gilani and
Aswathi Nidhi for being streamlined leaders and being our backbone.
Not to mention, all the students who contributed their works for this magazine, were
undoubtedly the icing on the cake!
We believe this magazine, being the result of a combined effort, might shovel
aspirants and more young talents to come up to the horizon, showcasing what they’ve
got in store.

Thank you!
Likhitha Kavuru
(Literary Coordinator, ISN)
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The Editorial Board
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The Trouvaille World
Life Goes on, Live on

Viva Vijaya Kumaran
XII - A

In the midst of all this chaos that is happening you should be really proud of yourself
in withstanding all these difficulties. It might have been tough for you to stop crying
while you were sad. It might have been difficult for you to feel alive sometimes
because the pain you went through might have been immense.
But still if you have come through all that and now you
are looking into the clear sky with eyes wide or just lying
down thinking about random stuff or scrolling through
your mobile; trust me that you are the strongest and
bravest person alive.
Throughout this lockdown until this day, you might not be able to do something
that you planned to do at the beginning of this lockdown. All I want you to know is
that now you might be fourteen years old and want to do something but does not
feel like doing it now, do not worry you can do it whenever you want, even if you are
twenty-four. Do not over burden yourself with negative vibes because it is of good
to you. Try to look into the beauty of simple things around you and not into the
complicated ones. Let it be any instance, complicating stuff will break you down so
badly that it will be hard for you to come out of it.

The phrase “Living a simple life” has only one meaning, be humble to yourself and
be the kindest to yourself and just stay happy. It might be hard for you under these
heavy circumstances but try hard because giving it a try would not cost you much,
just some time of yours maybe and do not worry about that because it is just that
you are taking care of yourself to make you the best version of yourself. I can assure
you with one thing that the time you used to make yourself better will never go in
vain, it might just take some time for you to show that version outside because
sudden changes never make huge impacts, but small and gradual changes do.
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The Trouvaille World
How Things have Changed

Sivani Sivadas
IX - B

Theaters are empty.
Graveyards are full
Humans now are afraid of a thing that they can't see
How the things have changed!
Friends or enemies, Weak or strong
Everyone is prone Affected the weak, Killed the innocent.
How the things have changed!
Not even a child on the ground
Because the virus is small and round
All the building are quiet
But the hospitals aren't
How the things have changed!
Now we can see the 'blue' sky and the 'green' trees
Now we can hear the singing cicadas and chirping birds
How the things have changed!
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The Trouvaille World
Time Flies

Tanishka Goel
VIII – C

Time flies,

But still, it makes all fine.

Leaving nothing but memories
behind.
Hope I could catch up someday,
And it’d all be fine.

At times it heals,
At times it reveals,
Never did I think of it,
So deep to feel. Never does it stop.

It’s bizarre,
The moments we wish to stop,
Pass away like a shooting star.
And the ones we want to let go,
Keep stretching far and far.

It keeps going on.
For it may be a millionaire,
Or a broken long gone.
It is the best remedy,

It’s probably against natural laws,
It flies with no wings!
Doesn’t seem to have any flaws,
Still remains to be a strange thing.
It is said to be a medicine,
Never thought it would be that divine.
To some, it gives more pain,

That heals everything with patience.
Poor thing it might be,
Never gets to go on a vacation!
After all…Time flies,
Leaving nothing….
But memories behind.
Hope I could catch up someday,
And it’d all be fine
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The Trouvaille World
The Earth

Ifra Fatima
IV B

The Earth the blue planet,
The Earth the best planet,
The Earth with greenery,
The Earth with the happiness,
The Earth with different religions,
The Earth with the blue sky,
The Earth with blue water,
The Earth with white clouds like cotton,
The Earth with pretty flowers which sparkle like stars,
The Earth with hot burning sun,
The Earth with beautiful moon,
The Earth the blue planet,
The Earth the best planet…
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The Trouvaille World
The Story of Corona Virus

Jasna Jalil
IX – A

The new Coronavirus, small to see, spread quickly from person to person, town to
town, country to country and all corners of the world. Anyone of us can catch it,
spread it and get sick. When a person infected with Coronavirus breathes, talks,
coughs or sneezes, tiny droplets of millions of harmful viruses spread into the air
and land on everything nearby. Without realizing the viruses around, we breathe in
and touch our eyes, nose and mouth. In these ways viruses enter our body and
infect us. We can have this virus and can pass it to more. In few weeks whole
neighborhood would be affected with it. Most people who get sick get better on their
own but some especially the elderly and who have underlying health issues get very
sick and may even die. Coronavirus may spread when people are close together. To
protect ourselves and each other, we need to stay away from crowded and closed
places and keep our distance, wear masks to protect others and ourselves. Keep
away our face, and cover our cough and sneeze using our elbow, wash our hands
often and well with soap and water. Keep the surfaces clean that we touch often to
keep us safe. All these actions can stop the spread of Coronavirus and keep
ourselves and the community safe, you can follow these steps to keep you safe.
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The Trouvaille World
My Agony

Malavika Manoj
XII - A

Guess who I am? First of all what am I here for? Maybe I will be telling my life story over
here. Living my life is not as easy as people think. I am salient in everyone's life,
especially due to the pandemic that broke out recently. I work so hard just for people
whom I don't even know. I protect almost everyone from different diseases and viruses.
Besides people don't respect me but they are just forced to wield me due to the current
situation which makes me feel unfortunate. I play a very important role in people's life
but it seems like I do not receive the love I deserve. The way people mistreat me is the
worst. Some people just avail me in the most inaccurate ways possible, which doesn't
allow me to serve my purpose of protecting them.
People even keep cursing me by telling that I make them feel sick, hot, sweaty and
sometimes even breathless. I keep boiling with anger all the time when people think I'm
being a burden to them while they are the ones being a burden to me. After protecting
them so much when people finally get home they just throw me away into the dustbin
heaving a huge sigh telling that they have finally got rid of me and I just feel so used.
Maybe now you might have gotten a small idea about who
I am? A little more of an accurate word would be what I
am? Yes I am the ‘Covid mask’. Though I have been here
for long, this is the name given to me in the recent days.
I’m manufactured in different countries and exported to
different

places.

If

I'm

lucky,

hospitals

because that's the place

I

end

up

in

where I get the

attentiveness I’m supposed to get.
The medical teams are the ones who always had me and are the ones that gave me
much more approval from the very beginning. I'm grateful to them I will try my level
best to save their lives and as I held them in saving more lives in the past. Having a
small life span isn't it too much for me to bear all this pain. Besides all this I've just told
you only a small part of my story and almost the whole thing just tells you about all my
agony… Yes!!! My agony!!!!
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The Trouvaille World
Gaining Success

Tanishka Goel
VIII - C

Let out all your emotions,
Let them move around.
But, do make sure,
Your hard work doesn’t make a sound.

Don’t let down on failures,
To support you, many are there.
Don’t let this take over you,
‘Cause a single collapse isn’t a great ado!

You rise and give birth to success,
Hard work is the only process.
Set your goals to your greatest height,
And you shall succeed within a fight!

Your greatest fear,
You might face here.
But use that to grow,
To triumph within a go!

You shall reach out
Anything with your will,
May you be Victorious,
And reach the top of your hill!
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The Trouvaille World
Artists’ Corner

Aabiya Moideen Pitchai X A

Zunaira Anwar VIII A
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The Trouvaille World
Artists’ Corner

Zunaira Anwar – VIII A

Nasrin Fathima VII A
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The Trouvaille World
Artists’ Corner

Thiru Sir
Reshma Balan -XII B

Neha Shibu VII B
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The Trouvaille World
Artists’ Corner

Abdul Rahman Iliyas III A

Jeevapriya X A

Arjith Dev I B
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The Trouvaille World
Paper and Ink

Likhitha Kavuru
XII - A

The 14th day of April
3rd day of the week

As the men in white skin and brown
caps,
Gave all their ears to,

The summer lining peeking at the
day’s mirrors…
The ears of injustice prick up
The gloom of the day adding insult to My dear, to the voice that silences
injury,
truth
The chains were bruising my wrists,
My dear, as they dragged me across
the street

You’ll have to swim this ocean
All by yourself my dear

Bustling with an awe-struck crowd…
As they dragged the dogs,

Don’t let the dark echo droop a veil
Over the eyes that see the rising sun
of tomorrow

As in me, to the luxurious hell,
But, my dear, I kept my smile,

Don’t let the corrupt hand muffle
The screams of your freedom

Irony it is, the crowd openly gapes
At the dogs that served them,

Don’t let the walls of prisons
Scare the braver you!

When the man who carved his spine,
Into a sword, to send y’all to the
battlefield,

Let the rough texture of the paper
And the bright colour of the ink

Learn to pounce, my cub, learn!
Learn to teach your crown its place,

Bring out your voice
And you rise

On the delicate head…
That’ll never bend for the evil,

But as of now, my dear…
I’ll let the dog taste the rust of iron
chains

They dragged me on, my dear,
And tossed me into the barred room,

And the pain of insults,
Until next time, my dearest…

The walls screaming sorrow and pain, Yours Sincerely,
Reeking of fear in tear stained and
Your Cha Cha
peeling paint libs
The oil haired man on the radio
Stacked on top was speaking in skunk
spray
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The Trouvaille World
2030 – Haze Amidst

Sri Sarayu Anugu

VIII – A

India, 24 November 2020- “Pollution-if you don’t kill it, it will kill you”.
One of the major issues that should be taken as a concern is ‘Pollution’.
Pollution from vehicles, factories and many other sources is already huge. Along with that
bursting crackers on special occasions is an atrocious thing that should be stopped.
Combustion of crackers produce a lot of smoke in very short amount of time. Lighting of
crackers doubles the rate of pollution at present will double by 2030. We all will certainly
be surrounded by smoke and precarious substances which will lead to death. If we don’t
act today, it is going to become far cry tomorrow. For example if we take Delhi, the pollution
is visible amidst. Especially on Diwali people burn a lot of crackers. But in the Puranas it
is said that Diwali is a festival of lights from Diyas but not a festival of crackers and pollution
from these perilous substances. The chemicals produced from crackers will cause many
uncertain problems in humans along with it, they are treacherous for all living organisms.
The chemicals and their awful and hazardous effects on humans are as follow:→ Copper: Irritates the respiratory tract.
→ Cadmium: Leads to anemia by reducing the capacity of blood to carry oxygen.
→ Zinc: Can cause metal fume fever and induces vomiting.
→ Lead: Harms the nervous system.
Mahatma Gandhi once said-“The nature has provided resources to fulfil man’s need but not
his greed”. But where is it happening! People use natural resources extensively such as
fuels which is leading to its depletion. By 2030 people will not be having any minerals and
fuels left to extract in which all the people should travel on bicycles and go walking. Along
with that these fuels are destroying the mother land by their perilous gases. Merely like the
fish out of water… please don’t continue these activities to get in to a worst and uncertain
situation. A lot can be done to attain a change in this pitiful sate. Firstly stop burning
crackers at special occasions to make a great difference. Don’t burn trash and other
substances instead throw the waste in garbage trucks. Go to everyday work and jobs either
by car pulling or use public transportation. Avoid excessive idling of your automobile. Refuel
your car in the evening when it is cooler. As usual, travel by bicycle or go walking for shorter
distances.
As a responsible citizen let’s take these vital measures to live for many more years as well
as save our future generation. If the same selfish activities of humans continue, we are
going to make this earth become like other planets without any living organisms by 2500.As
elders we should invigorate younger ones to not light crackers and should try to make them
understand the appalling effects of pollution. If you see any people burning crackers or not
following the above rules then please explain them the awful effects and cajole them not do
it next time.
‘Be a part of solution not a part of pollution’.
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The Trouvaille World
Empty Pockets

Aizza Mohammed
VI - B

My Empty pockets,
Once filled with gold lockets,
Once filled with chocolates,
And full wallets.
Now, they are filled with Happiness
Leaving behind Wealth Madness

ISN Tiny Tots
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The Trouvaille World
Hate is not an option, Respect is.
Fatima Farheen

XI A

We all were born into a world where people discriminate a person on the basis of his skin
colour or religion. Let me ask a simple question. Why do we contempt such behaviour when
all of us are born under the same Sun with the same red blood?? Speechless are you?
I have heard people saying "eww..I hate black people.." at the same time they say "I love
black colour.. "Okay, yeah I'm genuinely confused.
Let me make sure of one thing, God will not make mistakes in his creation. Black or White
we all are the same and beautiful in our own way.
There is no case where black people are evil and white people are angels or vice versa.
Remember that racism isn't born, it's taught.
In the same way, why is there a need to hate if the other person is from another religion?
I have read the Quran, Bible and even Ramayana, but I haven't seen any holy books
teaching about human violence and discriminations.
We humans spread hatred about different religions when all the religions actually teach us
about peace, equality and love.
We have to respect all religions because the aim of these is to make us a better humans,
not an evil one.
We do live in a better world and we have the responsibility to make it even better. Instead
of hurting and bullying, we need to talk to each other and respect each other.
Underneath it all, we are different, but we still have hope, love and dreams about a better
world. We do not need to agree on our image about how the world can be a better place or
to follow the same future, but we need to see each other as we are "humans ".
Hate is not an option, Respect is.
We will never be perfect, but we are all we got, we have each other and we should have each
other backs.
‘Live and let live’
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The Trouvaille World
Picture Info

Aashika Moideen VII C

Aarif Mohammad IX B

Rakshana.M
VIII B

Seban Binu George IX C

Alsafa

IX B
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The Trouvaille World
Our Little Poets & Artists

Kulsum VI A

Art by

Reemi Dey IX B
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The Trouvaille World
Minimalism

Beracah Ruth Manjaly

XI B

COME FOLLOW , MINIMALISM
The word Minimalism means , living with things
you actually need .The people who follow this
lifestyle is commonly called as a Minimalist .
Anyone can follow Minimalism , whether he’s rich
or poor.

This pandemic has brought us to a

situation where majority of the world’s population
lost their jobs and others are now working for a
reduced remuneration

and they find it very

difficult to live with less income . But economists
all over the world has introduced a new term to
the minds of the people therefore , “Minimalism”,
a lifestyle which is easy to follow. There are many
advantages for minimalism. Being a Minimalist
you can:
•

Save your money.

•

Make yourself more innovative with things you have.

•

Remove junk from your house.

•

Save the planet.

•

Reduce the usage of plastic .

People usually buy various things that they really do not need .which has lead to increased
financial burdens and bad debts .This lifestyle is not about saving money , But once you
follow this ,you will surely enjoy this lifestyle.

Most of the studies says that being a

minimalist makes you more happy and comfortable . A Minimalist lifestyle mainly focus on
the fact that “ Less Is More” .Letting go out of your possession also allows us to hold on to
more valuable things in life . Finally the real value in minimalism is in reconnecting with
what living well means for you.
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The Trouvaille World
Brain Teaser

Anirudhan Aravindan
VI B

The number 987645 appears just once in this grid and occurs in a straight
line, running either backward, forward in either horizontal, vertical or diagonal
direction. Can you find it?
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The Trouvaille World
A Grey World

Abia Hannah Anu Panicker
XA

“I never thought I’d come this far.”
“No one ever did, did they?”
“You don’t get it.”
We fell into silence. Here we are, in a foreign country, total strangers. The only thing we had in
common was the fact that we were old schoolmates, the kind almost as good as knowing each other’s
names, the main classes, but never being formally introduced. Strangers. Waiting for time to pass,
waiting for our planes.
“How has life been?” I asked, in want of a better topic to start a conversation. It was awkward, I
could’ve thought of a million other things to say, but it was the only one popped into my mind at
that moment. My plane was delayed by four hours, might as well converse with someone. Plus, it’d
seem rude not talking to an old schoolmate.
“So and so.” I raised my brow at her, asking her to elaborate. “The law firm I’m working at is on the
verge of closing down. So, you know, black and white. Flashes of gray.”
“A black-and-white picture?” The corner of her mouth twitched into a smile.
“A black-and-white picture.” She confirmed.
Her eyes had dark circles around them, but they didn’t seem as deep as mine.
“College was harsh, but I managed to pull through.” She said, “The doctors told me I’d never be able
to reach my full potential because of my achromatopsia. Colour-blindness. I’m an achromat, you
know.” “I know.”
Kind of hard to believe, because in our high school days, she was known as a pretty good painter.
But the symptoms say so.
When she looked at me in surprise, I explained myself. “Your eyes, you’ve got ‘dancing eyes’. I’m an
ophthalmologist and a part-time chocolatier.” “That’s a nice way of putting it. Nystagmus is just a
nasty name for it. I thought I had that under control.” “Can you?” She laughed at that. “No, I
suppose not. Now,” she shushed me, “let me get on with my story.
“So, I thought to myself, if I could do this much without colours in my life, then what would be my
life with them? I could do so much more-“I couldn’t hold the question in much longer. “-How’s it
like?” How’s it like to see everything like a ‘90s film?
Thankfully, I stopped it at there.
She looked a bit surprised at first, but then her shoulders sagged. She looked much older now. The
weariness, how she closed her eyes, as if sending a silent prayer to God to grant her greatest wish,
as if she had no choice. Her eyes, there was nothing to suggest that this woman had seen much,
came face to face with Misfortune and Death, though she was colour-blind.
“Everything’s black, white and grey. I feel like I’m watching an old movie on and on again. I’ve always
wanted
to
break
out
of
it.
It’s
hard
to
hide.”
“No
one
at
school
ever
knew
you
were
colour-blind.”
“Trust me, junior, it was very hard. Imagine the pain not being able to choose the chocolate you want
from your classmates’ birthdays.” I shuddered. Being a chocolate lover, I sympathized her. I myself
was very particular about the chocolate I chose and ate. How harsh must have it been?
“Don’t pity me yet, I tricked many students into getting me the things I couldn’t get. Like asking
things from a distance so that they’d pick the right one for me.” I looked at her in a new kind of
admiration and respect. “When I was in kindergarten,” she continued, “it was hard, the coloringcoloring is hard when everything’s just a shade of grey and my eyes spinning out of focus time to
time. And saying that to a little kid was just equal declaring it publicly about how much of a freak I
was.”
“That must have been terrifying. So how did you hold on? How did you pull through?”
She smiled, put a hand on her bag. The air was warmer than before, and I wasn’t just talking about
the chilly winter morning breeze. Now, we were no longer strangers, just two old friends catching up
on times. “I just told you. Everything’s a different shade of grey, black and white.
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The Trouvaille World
A Grey World

Abia Hannah Anu Panicker X A

Over the years, I’ve come to understand which shade goes to which range and all that. I’ve hidden it
well, I had labelled all my colours with the help of my younger sister.”
I agreed. She had hidden it really well. You know what my biggest dream is?”
“Hmm?” I had a suspicion, but would it be too much of me to say it out?
“My biggest dream.”
“See the world though colours?”
She smiled at me again, but this time I was sure if it wasn’t of a happy emotion.
“That obvious, huh?” She sighed.
“No, I’m observant.” I grinned. I couldn’t very well just say that might’ve been every colour-blind
person’s dream. This remark of mine made her crack a smile.
Then she fell into that sad phase, and let out a sad sigh. She stared at the people rushing around
with their luggage, a woman was trying calm her baby down and people were sending stares her way.
The little tot didn’t seem to mind his mother’s discomfort- he continued kicking up a storm. But I
had a feeling she wasn’t really staring at them. “I want to be an artist.”
I can only say that I managed to hide my surprise well.
She turned and looked at me in the eye. It felt like she was staring deep, deep down, into my soul. I
guess eyes are really windows to the soul. A wave of emotion washed over me.
Who would have thought those eyes only see black, white and grey?
Who would have thought that those eyes belonged to a young woman whose biggest dream is to be
an artist? She was someone who could do a lot more than write out documents.
Something it up in me. I felt this strong urge to help her in what possible way I can, though not as a
sympathizer. As a friend.
“Red,” I told her, “usually is the colour of anger, embarrassment at times, even fire. Heat. Burns.”
“Like standing in the sun.” “I like blue. It’s like those days in school when we had to stand outside
in the hot sun –that’s red, isn’t it? And we’d pour water on our heads. Blue.”
“Green is that feeling of soft leaves, the wet grass. Kind of like life. I read all of this up somewhere
how-” I stopped when a sudden realization dawned upon me. “Why’d you stop?”
I smiled. She’d nailed it. She’s been colour-blind since birth, her parents (both well-respected and
well-known in the society) must have taken to doctors and therapists who were much, much more
professional and knowledgeable than me. What was I thinking?
A small part of me was secretly glad she was colour-blind, or I’d be embarrassed for life.
Judging from her expression, I think she’s figured out why I stopped.
She put a hand to my forehead. “You’re red.” She smiled. “It’s the thought that counts, junior.”
“Passengers of SkyLines Flight 109 A, please proceed to gate 2 with your boarding pass, and
identification ready. Regular boarding will begin in approximately ten minutes time. Thank you.”
“That’s my plane.” She stood up, and began keeping everything in order. “Nice seeing you after all
this time, junior.” She grinned, handing me her business card.
“You too.” I smiled, taking out my card as well and giving it to her. “Keep in touch, until then. I wish
we could have spent more time, but the plane waits.”
“Maybe sometime we’ll meet again. It’s a great world, who knows who we’ll meet the next moment?”
I mused. She openly laughed, and waving to me as she walked away, I was sure I heard her say
something. I don’t know if she meant for me to hear it or not, nor have I seen her since then. But I
still remember her words, all these years later. “It’s a grey world, junior.
“But it’s people like you who make the world colourful and brighter”.
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Artists’ Corner

Leya Shibu VIII C

Ashika Moideen Pitchai VII C
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Artists’ Corner

Anuprabha Aravindhan XI A

Mohammad Imrad I B
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The Trouvaille World
Artists’ Corner

Praseeda. P

Alfiya

XI A

XI B

Rahma Iqbal

XI A
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Artists’ Corner

Rahma Iqbal -XI A

Tanishka Goel VIII C
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The Trouvaille World
RAICHU THE SUPERHERO!

Alfonsine Dominic A VI B

Once there was a four year old girl called Raichu and her elder sister Bekku.
They lived in Crystal, the city of Superheroes. One day Raichu went out to play

hide ‘n’

seek with her friends. When she was hiding, suddenly from nowhere, a lightning ball
appeared in front of her. Fearlessly she started tossing the ball. Suddenly the ball
disappeared while she was playing with it. She went to back to her friends to continue
playing hide and seek.
She started running to find her friends who were hiding in the park. When she started
running, she couldn't stop and she went running in a zig zag flash………... She went around
the city 20 times in 10 seconds.
After the play time, she told her elder sister Bekku, who was a scientist about what had
happened. Bekku told her that, she can identify people who have super powers.
“Let me examine you, Okay”….. Bekku said.
“Woooow!!! Raichu you have a powerful source of magic in you”. Bekku said in a surprising
tone.
“Raichu…. You can be a superhero and can save the world”.
“I’ll tell you a secret……. I have a secret base station under our house. I shall show you
now……okay follow me….” said Raichu to Bekku.
“Wooooooow!!! Is this the secret base? OMG” Raichu was thrilled with surprise…
‘Ding dong’…….. The doorbell sounded.
‘Who is at the door?’ Asked Bekku.
“Okay I will go and see…… okay Bekku sis?”
“Okayyyy!’’ Bekku said.
“Ohh…. Hi Appu sis, Sedru bro and Kichu bro…. What are you doing here?
I got a superhero signal in my brain just a while ago….. That tells me that someone has just
obtained super powers…… and my guess is that…. it is Raichu…… hasn't she?” asked Appu
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RAICHU THE SUPERHERO!

Alfonsine Dominic A VI B

“Yep…. You are right…. Okay’’…… said Bekku
‘’Let's train her to be a proper superhero,’’ said Appu.
*************************************************************
After six months…..
Raichu is now a fully trained superhero……
‘’Alert, alert, alert………… Ohhh, it is our mission time Raichu…. this is your first mission.
You will be the leader of our team……let’s do it’’.
‘’Appu sis….. Go look in the secret hide out and check were the sound is coming from.’’
‘Aye aye captain Raichu…’
Tell me if you have an idea what this sound is all about?
‘Captain Raichu, this is your first mission…. Are you ready to start the mission?’
‘’I was born ready…….’’
All of them held their hand in hand … their super powers combined to form a lightning……
and all got into their superhero outfits…...
Bekku turns into Mrs. Babitha Tecno
Appu sis to Mrs. Crystal Flare
Sedru bro to Mr. Master Mind
Raichu to Mrs. Raichu superhero the Captain
Kichu bro to Mr. Plutus
If you want to see what happens next…… it will be coming soon …………………..
Wait for the second episode.
Bye……
Thank you!!!
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The Trouvaille World
What’s your name DADA?

Likhitha Kavuru
XII - A

I walked on the pebbles, barefoot,

Who gave a small smile, but listened,

Little did I care, about the

To all my naive retorts,

craggy earth scraping my toes,

"My Amma often told me..."

Trotting towards the ripe neem,
away from the heart of the bustling
village crowds,

"ornamenting a dainty beam,
He carved a temple at heart,"
"He was as pure as the melted

I plop myself, welcoming

snow at the warmth of an embrace,"

The shade into my embrace,
Accompanying a trespasser, as I sat
beside him,
Who was all ears, for my rant?
"A Mahatma, said they, adorned white
loin,
grey haired but hairless, the irony, it
is!!"
"Not a day older than my grandpa,
what’s in him that’s greater than me?"
"Aren't we both barefooted?
And eat the same food?"
"He is penniless but so are my
pockets!
Why is he worshipped while I get
spanked?"
I spare a look at the old man, seated
beside me,

"like the whispered glow
of an oil lamp amidst the shadows,"
"but never slipped away
like the droplets of heaven
through the fingers, in ignorant
paws..."
Incoherent much, as I kept ranting
away,
Unaware, that the older man,
Wore a sly smirk, amusing himself
At my tad bit of a tantrum, and I went
on,
"He aspired to pull a tighter grip
at the fist of our determination,
"His lips shone with the tint of
prayers,
a creased forehead, embroidering the
serene bird"
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What’s your name DADA?

Likhitha Kavuru
XII - A

"The bird of serenity, fluttering in
him,
as he thrived to let it
hoot in our conscience,"
"his wheel swivelled indifference

And he let lose a raspy giggle,
Helped himself up,
Picked up his staff and ruffled my
hair.

With his brawn twine of patience,"
"A peek into the windows of his eyes,
envisioning the world...
through his frail spectacles,
And step into it where he’d pilot your
ship,
leading you ashore, at the banks of
spirituality"
"He belonged in the mud,
And grew up in the mud,"

"My name is Gandhi, dear!"

"But so did I!
And why is he a 'Mahatma' while I'm
not?"

And then I saw him walk away,
down the mud path,
As he let the sky hold his spine...

As curiosity piques me,
And asked the frail man who listened

He could've told who he was,

All that I spoke,

He could've laughed at my dimwit...

"What, may I ask, is your name,
Dada?"

But a nonpareil being that he is,
Chose to let me pour my heart.
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Children: Gift of God

Meena Manoj
XI - A

"Children are the hands by which we take hold of the heaven"
-Henry Ward Beecher
Children are the greatest gift that God gifts parents. They are the world's most valuable
treasure. A house with children becomes a heaven for parents. Their mischief fills the house
with laughter and joy. Children should be treated with love and care. But there are many
instances where children are being ill-treated.
Once I happened to see such a situation. In a shop, I came across a child of about 6 years
or so. She was being harshly scolded by her mother for being naughty. Her mother was
cursing her by saying "you are born to insult me in front of everyone”, "why were you ever
born as my child" etc. I felt really sad for that child. Her mother could have scolded her,
but not that harshly and not in front of the public. All these words could have developed an
insulting and lonely feeling in that child. Not only this, there are numerous other such
instances in our society where we have seen or heard parents brutally beating up their
children for doing something wrong. Even infants are being injured. This is a great mistake
which the parents are doing towards their children. It develops a feeling of loneliness,
neglect, shamefulness etc. in the young minds. Children do make mistakes, but they should
be corrected in a proper way. They should be lovingly made to understand what is right and
wrong.

Every child is unique. Never compare children with others. Let them do whatever they are
capable of and appreciate them for that. Never force them to do things which are not of
their interest. Children are said to be the future of a Nation. So we must fill their minds
with happiness and enthusiasm and not loneliness, neglect and depression. There are so
many couples without children. They long to see the laughter, mischief and fun of children.
Therefore, love your children and fill their minds with joy and positive thoughts.
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Brunette Nights

Likhitha Kavuru

XII A

I’ve heard the velvety voice
From under the folds of auburn
clouds,

In fury and glory
Dawdling on the empty streets of my
heart

Melting away in the corners of my
heart
That lent a hand to hold on to me…

I lived to witness
His eyes light up like a thousand
matches
A humble canopy of a soul
And a downpour of love

Naval serenity embedded deep down
his eyes
As the smile stretched from ear to ear
With little crumbs of cookie
Embracing the corners of his mouth
He laughed a toothy grin
Incensed with a faint smell of cigars
Forever by your side I’ll stay
Said the inviolable voice from above,

A crisp and coffee stained shirt
Above a pair of trousers, way too loose
for him
A few strands of silver hair
Over a head full of skin
His rubber slippers squealing
Over the ashy weight of his frail body

Lips vibrating in a monotonous
whisper
Of chants and prayers

But the heavens and earth never
foresaw
That there would be a horrendous
hour

Cheeks sucked in to the bone
Effervescent in smiles

A blind eye to see nothing
Of the pain to come

A subtle hint of a divine combo
In pine oils an tobacco

When he popped into magic dust
And turned into the brightest star

He was a stray autumn leaf
Dipped in all shades of red and
orange

Of the galaxy
The brightest star of MY galaxy
Of MY galaxy
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Imagination of 2021

Zunaira Anwar VIII A

We are even powerful than the stronger avenger,
As we have gone through terrible adventures,
The world outside seemed no less than horror,
Every soul was drenched in terror,
We are humans; lost hope never,
We are winners- ‘The Corona survivors!’
A deadly virus emerged one day,
Devoured people in the worst way,
Cursed was this virus, kept closed ones away,
There was no other option instead to just pray,
The lethal virus made humans its prey,
Human resources, couldn’t be easily wiped away,
‘They are the corona survivors!’ saluting every voice says.
In no time the virus had spread like forest fire,
Spending time now became even harder,
We are great warriors behind the sweet attire,
We are humans, had special powers,
Today the world says- ‘They are the Corona survivors!

The fatal microbe was the world’s fear,
No reason to be happy, no reason to cheer,
The earth seemed blur, nothing was clear,
We are humans, we tore the page of fear,
Today people say- ‘The Corona survivors are here!
The Corona survivors are here!’
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...and so, the frail
tendril of vehemence
blooms!!! ~ Likhitha Kavuru
**********

